We consider the average-case complexity of some otherwise undecidable or open Diophantine problems. More precisely, we show that the following two problems can be solved within PSPACE:
I. Given polynomials f 1 ; : : : ; f m 2 Z x 1 ; : : : ; x n de ning a variety of dimension 0 i n C n , nd all solutions in Z n of f 1 = =f m = 0 . II. For a given polynomial f 2 Z v; x; y de ning an irreducible nonsingular non-ruled surface in C 3 , decide the sentence 9v 8x 9y f v; x; y ? = 0 , quanti ed over N.
Better still, we show that the truth of the Generalized Riemann Hypothesis GRH implies that detecting roots in Q n for the polynomial systems in problem I can bedone via a two-round Arthur-Merlin protocol, i.e., well within the second level of the polynomial hierarchy. Problem I is, of course, undecidable without the dimension assumption. The decidability of problem II was previously unknown. Along the way, we also prove new complexity and size bounds for solving polynomial systems over C and Z=pZ. A practical point of interest is that the aforementioned Diophantine problems should perhaps be avoided in the construction of crypto-systems.
A Brief Introduction
The negative solution of Hilbert's Tenth Problem has all but dashed earlier hopes of solving large polynomial systems over the integers. However, an
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immediate positive consequence is the creation of a rich and diverse garden of hard problems with potential applications in complexity theory, cryptology, and logic. Even more compelling is the question of where the boundary to decidability lies.
The results mentioned in this short abstract are detailed further and proved in a more extended abstract which will appear simultaneously in the proceedings of a meeting parallel to this session Roj99 . In closing this brief synopsis, we point out that the explicit sequential and parallel complexity bounds we give for problems I and II are the best to date. Also, we make use of two new constructions which may beof independent i n terest: a a new quantitative result on using mod p root counts for counting the rational roots of certain polynomial systems, and b new outputsensitive" size and complexity bounds for equation solving over C . Here, by output-sensitivity, w e will mean bounds which are polynomial in a quantity which is the true number of complex roots with probability 1 . Complexity bounds for earlier algorithms were polynomial in the B ezout number the product of the total degrees of the equations and such bounds are frequently much more pessimistic than our output-sensitive bounds.
